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Abstract—Low-density parity-check (LDPC) codes are adopted
in many applications due to their Shannon-limit approaching
error-correcting performance. Nevertheless, belief-propagation
(BP) based decoding of these codes suffers from the error-floor
problem, i.e., an abrupt change in the slope of the error-rate
curve that occurs at very low error rates. Recently, a new type of
decoders termed finite alphabet iterative decoders (FAIDs) were
introduced. The FAIDs use simple Boolean maps for variable
node processing, and can surpass the BP-based decoders in the
error floor region with very short word length. This paper devel-
ops a low-complexity implementation architecture for the FAIDs
by making use of their properties. Particularly, an innovative bit-
serial check node unit is designed for the FAIDs, and a small-area
variable node unit is proposed by exploiting the symmetry in the
Boolean maps. Moreover, an optimized data scheduling scheme
is proposed to increase the hardware utilization efficiency. From
synthesis results, the proposed FAID implementation needs only
52% area to reach the same throughput as one of the most
efficient standard Min-Sum decoders for an example (7807, 7177)
LDPC code, while achieving better error-correcting performance
in the error-floor region. Compared to an offset Min-Sum decoder
with longer word length, the proposed design can achieve higher
throughput with 45% area, and still leads to possible performance
improvement in the error-floor region.

I. INTRODUCTION

Low-density parity-check (LDPC) codes are used in many
applications due to their excellent error-correcting perfor-
mance. Traditionally, LDPC codes are decoded by the iterative
belief propagation (BP) algorithm [1] or its approximations,
such as the Min-Sum algorithm [2], with small performance
loss. It is now well-known that LDPC codes can asymp-
totically approach the Shannon limit. However, on finite-
length codes, the error-correcting performance curve in the
low error-rate region can flatten out due to the presence of
cycles in the corresponding Tanner graph. This is called the
error floor. It happens because the decoding can converge to
trapping sets [3], [4] and fail to correct all errors even if more
decoding iterations are carried out. The performance in the
error-floor region is of critical importance for applications that
require very low error rates, such as flash memory and optical
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communications. Intensive research has been conducted to
lower the error floor [5]–[7]. However, existing approaches
need either multiple decoding trials with high-overhead post-
processing or complicated variable node processing.

Recently, a new type of decoders referred to as finite al-
phabet iterative decoders (FAIDs), were introduced for LDPC
codes [8], [12]. In these decoders, the messages are repre-
sented by alphabets with a very small number of levels, and
the variable-to-check (v-to-c) messages are derived from the
check-to-variable (c-to-v) messages and channel information
through a predefined Boolean map that is designed to optimize
the error-correcting capability in the error floor region. It has
been shown that with only an alphabet size of seven levels in
the message quantization, which translates to messages of 3-
bit word length, the FAIDs can outperform floating-point BP
decoders in the error-floor region over the binary symmetric
channel (BSC). In addition, multiple FAIDs with different map
functions can be adopted to further improve the performance
at the cost of higher complexity [13]. Although the current
stage of development of FAIDs is restricted to column-weight-
three LDPC codes and the BSC channel, this particular case is
important for magnetic recording applications, like e.g. hard-
drives or flash-memories.

In this paper, more detailed analysis and simulation results
are provided for FAIDs, and a low-complexity implementation
architecture is proposed for FAIDs by making use of their
properties. We show that FAIDs with seven-level alphabets
can also outperform the offset Min-Sum decoder with 6-bit
word length in the error-floor region over the BSC. Since
the message word length is very short in FAIDs, adopting
bit-serial check node units (CNUs) and processing all the
v-to-c messages connected to a check node simultaneously
leads to higher efficiency in the decoder. An innovative bit-
serial CNU architecture is developed for FAIDs based on
the architecture in [10], which introduced one of the most
efficient designs for Min-Sum decoders. As opposed to the
design in [10], both ’Min1’ and ’Min2’ are computed in our
CNU to prevent performance loss on the FAIDs. Moreover,
the Boolean maps at the variable node units (VNUs) of
FAIDs are symmetric and lead to small area requirement. An
optimized data scheduling scheme is also proposed in this
paper to maximize the hardware utilization efficiency. For a
(7807, 7177) quasi-cyclic (QC) LDPC code, synthesis results
show that the proposed FAID implementation with 7-level
alphabets only requires 52% area to reach the same throughput
as the standard Min-Sum decoder in [10] and 45% area to
reach higher throughput than the offset Min-Sum decoder with
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longer word length, while achieving better performance in the
error-floor region. Parts of this paper have appeared in [11].

The outline of this paper is as follows. Section III intro-
duces the framework of FAIDs highlighting their differences
compared to Min-Sum-based decoders and provides simula-
tion results. We further demonstrate that the use of several
FAIDs update functions in the decoder leads to a substantial
performance gain in the error floor, and targets guaranteed
error correction of the LDPC decoder despites the presence
of unavoidable trapping sets in the Tanner graph of the code.
The proposed decoder architectures are presented in Section
IV. Section V analyzes the hardware complexity and provides
comparisons with Min-Sum decoders. Conclusions are drawn
in Section VI.

II. PRELIMINARIES

An (N,K) binary LDPC code is a linear block code that
can be defined by its corresponding parity check matrix H
or the associated Tanner graph G. The Tanner graph G is
a bipartite graph that consists of a set of variable nodes
V = {v1, . . . , vN} and a set of check nodes C = {c1, . . . , cM}
In the graph G, a check (variable) node represents a row
(column) of H , and a check node is connected to a variable
node if the corresponding entry in H is nonzero. The H
matrix of a QC-LDPC code consists of r × t sub-matrices of
dimension L× L. Each sub-matrix can be either a cyclically
shifted identity matrix or a zero matrix. Due to the regularity
in H , QC-LDPC codes usually have more efficient partial-
parallel hardware implementations.

LDPC codes are decoded using message-passing decoders,
where messages are passed iteratively along the edges of
the graph G between check and variable nodes until a valid
codeword is found or the maximum number of iterations is
reached. A v-to-c message is determined by the VNU function
using the channel information and the c-to-v messages from
all of its other neighboring check nodes that were computed
in the previous iteration. Similarly, the c-to-v message to a
variable node is calculated by the CNU function based on the
v-to-c messages from all other neighboring variable nodes.
Note that an important feature of message-passing decoders
is that during the calculation of an outgoing message on a
particular edge of the node, all incoming messages except the
one on the particular edge are used in the calculation. Such
incoming messages shall be referred to as extrinsic incoming
messages.

Let y = (y1, y2, . . . , yN ) be the input to a message-passing
decoder where each yi, also referred to as channel value, is
calculated based on the information received by the variable
node vi from the channel. In this paper, we restrict our focus
to column-weight-three codes and the BSC.

III. FINITE ALPHABET ITERATIVE DECODERS

A. Definitions

We now describe the general framework of FAIDs that
was introduced in [12] for LDPC codes. An Ns-level FAID
denoted by D is defined as a 4-tuple given by D =
(M,Y,Φv,Φc). The finite alphabet M defined as M =

{−Ls, . . . ,−L1, 0, L1, . . . , Ls}, where Li ∈ R+ and Li > Lj

for any i > j, consists of Ns = 2s + 1 levels for which the
message values are confined to. The sign of a message x ∈M
can be interpreted as the estimate of the bit associated with the
variable node for which x is being passed to or from (positive
for zero and negative for one), and the magnitude |x| as a
measure of how reliable this value is.

The set Y , which denotes the set of possible channel values,
is defined for the case of BSC as Y = {±C}.

For the n-th symbol of the codeword, the channel value
yn ∈ Y corresponding to node vn is determined based on its
received value. The mapping 0 → C and 1 → −C is used in
this paper. Let m1, · · · ,ml−1 denote the extrinsic incoming
messages to a node with degree l.

The CNU function Φc :Mdc−1 →M used for the update
at a check node with degree dc is given by

Φc(m1, . . . ,mdc−1) =

dc−1∏
j=1

sgn(mj)

 min
j∈{1,...,dc−1}

(|mj |),

(1)
where sgn denotes the sign function.

The VNU function Φv : Y ×Mdv−1 → M used for the
update at a variable node vn, n = 0 . . . N − 1 with degree dv ,
can be described as a closed-form function given by

Φv(m1,m2, · · · ,mdv−1, yi) = Q

dv−1∑
j=1

mj + ωn · yn

 ,

(2)
where the function Q(.) is defined as follows based on a
threshold set T = {Ti : 1 ≤ i ≤ s + 1} such that Ti ∈ R+

and Ti > Tj if i > j, and Ts+1 =∞.

Q(x) =

{
sgn(x)Li, if Ti ≤ |x| < Ti+1

0, otherwise

The weight ωi assigned to the channel value in Eq. (2),
which is one of the main difference of FAIDs compared to
the state-of-the-art decoders. It is computed from a symmetric
function Ω : Mdv−1 → R≥0 whose input arguments are
the dv − 1 incoming messages of a VNU. The function Ω
could be linear or non-linear, and its purpose is to modify the
output of the VNU update in order to prevent the failure of the
message passing decoder on specific small toplogies of error
events referred to as Trapping sets. The careful design of Ω
through a systematic analysis of the dominant Trapping sets
of regular dv = 3 LDPC codes is the key feature of the FAID
framework (see section III-C). As a result, the Ω function, and
the corresponding FAID, are designed to improve the error-rate
performance in the error floor region.

Note that a particular FAID is uniquely specified by the
choice of the map for Φv as the function Φc is the same in all
FAIDs considered. Furthermore, the function Φv must satisfy
the following two properties.

Property 1 (Property of symmetry):
Φv(yn,m1, ...,mdv−1) = −Φv(−yn,−m1, ...,−mdv−1)

Property 2 (Property of monotonicity):
Φv(yn,m1, . . . ,mdv−1) ≥ Φv(yn,m

′
1, . . . ,m

′
dv−1) when

mj ≥ m′j ∀ j ∈ {1, . . . , dv − 1}.
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Alternatively, for column-weight-three codes, the VNU
function Φv can be represented as a simple two-dimensional
Boolean map or look-up table (LUT) that is defined for a
specific channel value. Table I shows an example of a Boolean
map defining Φv of a 7-level FAID when the channel value
is -C. The corresponding map for +C can be deduced from
symmetry.

TABLE I
BOOLEAN MAP DEFINING THE VNU OF A 7-LEVEL FAID WHEN yn = −C

m1/m2 −L3 −L2 −L1 0 +L1 +L2 +L3

−L3 −L3 −L3 −L3 −L3 −L3 −L3 0

−L2 −L3 −L3 −L3 −L2 −L2 −L1 L1

−L1 −L3 −L3 −L2 −L2 −L1 0 L2

0 −L3 −L2 −L2 −L1 0 L1 L2

L1 −L3 −L2 −L1 0 0 L1 L2

L2 −L3 −L1 0 L1 L1 L2 L3

L3 0 L1 L2 L2 L2 L3 L3

At the end of each decoding iteration, the hard-decision bit
corresponding to each variable node vi is determined as the
sign of yi +

∑dv

j=1mj .

B. Min-Sum-Based Decoders: Instances of FAIDs

For comparisons with FAIDs in this paper, we consider two
quantized Min-Sum-based decoders: the standard Min-Sum
decoder, and the offset Min-Sum decoder. The VNU function
Φ′v used in both the decoders is given by

Φ′v(yn,m1, . . . ,mdv−1) = yn +
dv−1∑
j=1

mj . (3)

where the value yn can take 2 values for the BSC channel
{−C,+C}.

The CNU for the standard Min-Sum decoder is the same
as the function used in FAIDs, which is given by (1). From
(1), it is clear that the c-to-v messages from a check node
can only have two possible magnitudes, which are the min-
imum and the second minimum among the magnitudes of
all incoming v-to-c messages. Let the two magnitudes be
denoted by Min1 and Min2 respectively. As a result, only
four values need to be recorded for each check node: Min1,
Min2, S =

∏dc

j=1 sgn(mj), and the index of the variable
node, I , that provides Min1. Then the message to the variable
node with index I has magnitude Min2 and the message to
all other variable nodes have Min1. The sign of each c-to-v
message can be computed as multiplying S with the sign of
the corresponding v-to-c message.

The CNU for the offset Min-Sum decoder [2] involves the
introduction of an offset factor γ, and is given by

Φ′c(m1, . . . ,mdc−1) =

dc−1∏
j=1

sgn(mj)


max

(
min

j∈{1,...,dc−1}
(|mj |)− γ, 0

) (4)

It is evident from (4) that in addition to the calculation of the
four values Min1, Min2, S, and the index I , the offset factor γ
must be subtracted from each magnitude in order to determine
the outgoing message. The offset factor γ serves to reduce the
overstimate of the outgoing message produced by a check node
using (1), especially when the magnitudes of the incoming
messages are small. Therefore, the offset factor is also often
referred to as a correction factor. An appropriate choice of
the offset factor enables the decoder to achieve a performance
approaching the performance of BP in the waterfall region
while also offering possible improvement in the error floor
region.

Note that in the representation of the offset Min-Sum
decoder, while the offset factor is introduced at the CNU as
shown in (4), an equivalent representation can be obtained
by introducing the offset factor at the VNU instead. Using
this equivalent representation, it can be shown that both
the standard Min-Sum and the offset Min-Sum decoders are
instances of FAIDs. This is due to the property of symmetry
and property of monotonicity that the VNU function Φv must
satisfy. As an example, Table II shows the VNU function for
a 3-bit offset Min-Sum decoder as a Boolean map which can
also be treated as an instance of a 7-level FAID.

As can be seen in Table II, the offset corrected Min-Sum
has a very regular organisation in its LUT representation,
and the only non-linearity can be seen in the sequence of
three zeros in each column of the LUT, which is due to the
offset correction. This non-linearity is already of great help in
the iterative decoding process since the offset corrected Min-
Sum provide much greater error correction capability than the
simple Min-Sum. The LUT of the FAID decoder in Table
I shows even more non-linearities than the offset corrected
Min-Sum. One example is the fact that the amplitude gaps
between two adjacent squares could be greater than one, with
the extreme case that l1,6 = −L3 and l1,7 = 0. Although it is
difficult to directly relate those non-linearities to a particular
effect in terms of improved error correction, the FAID analysis
that we provide in [12], [13], and in this paper, shows that
a specific organisation of these non-linearities in the LUT
can lead to better iterative decoders than the classical ones,
especially in the error floor region.

TABLE II
VNU OF A 3-BIT OFFSET MIN-SUM REPRESENTED AS A FAID

m1/m2 −L3 −L2 −L1 0 +L1 +L2 +L3

−L3 −L3 −L3 −L3 −L3 −L3 −L2 −L1

−L2 −L3 −L3 −L3 −L3 −L2 −L1 0

−L1 −L3 −L3 −L3 −L2 −L1 0 0

0 −L3 −L3 −L2 −L1 0 0 0

L1 −L3 −L2 −L1 0 0 0 L1

L2 −L2 −L1 0 0 0 L1 L2

L3 −L1 0 0 0 L1 L2 L3

C. Discussion on the Design of FAIDs

The methodology used for designing FAIDs relies on the
knowledge of potentially harmful structures called trapping
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sets [3] that could be present in the Tanner graph of the code,
and which cause conventional iterative decoders to fail for
certain low-weight error patterns. A notation typically used to
denote a trapping set (TS) is (a, b) where a is the number of
variable nodes and b is the number of odd-degree check nodes
in the subgraph induced by the variable nodes [3].

Fig. 1 shows the example of two trapping sets that are
known to be dominant in the error floor region for regular
dv = 3 LDPC codes. The (5, 3) TS is a subgraph consisting
of 5 variable nodes and 3 odd-degree check nodes while the
(6, 4) TS is a subgraph consisting of 6 variable nodes and 4
odd-degree check nodes. If such structures are contained in
the Tanner graph of the code, they cause iterative decoders
(BP-based as well as Min-Sum-based) to fail when errors are
located in the variable nodes of the trapping sets. The presence
of these structures is the source of the error floors for LDPC
decoders.
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Fig. 1. Examples of trapping sets for regular dv = 3 LDPC codes.

The selection method for FAIDs begins by identifying such
harmful trapping sets from the trapping set ontology which
is a database of trapping sets with hierarchy established by
their topological relations [4], and then analyzing the message
passing of a given FAID on each of these isolated structures in
order to examine its error correction capability. The influence
of an arbitrary neighborhood of the harmful structure during
message-passing is partially captured by considering different
possible messages that enter the trapping set. Based on the
analysis on each trapping set, the FAID with the best error
correction capability is chosen. For the design of the FAID
defined by Table I, the analysis of the message passing was
done on the (5, 3) TS as well as (6, 4). More details on the
strategies and algorithms used to design good FAIDs can be
found in [12].

Using the above approach, it is possible to design 7-level
FAIDs that are capable of outperforming the floating-point
BP as well as the quantized Min-Sum-based decoders in the
error floor on a given code. Moreover, a single particularly
good 7-level FAID identified from the selection methodology
is capable of surpassing BP on several codes.

D. Simulation Results
In order to illustrate the efficiency of FAIDs, Fig. 2 shows

the frame error rate (FER) performance comparisons between

the BP, the Min-Sum-based decoders, and the 7-level FAID as
a function of the cross-over probability α over the BSC on a
(7807, 7177) QC-LDPC code with L = 211, r = dc = 37,
and t = dv = 3. Table I was used as the VNU function Φv

for the 7-level FAID.
The parameters for the 3-bit offset Min-Sum decoder and

the 6-bit offset Min-Sum decoders are (C = 2, γ = 1) and
(C = 10, γ = 3) respectively. Note that the offset correction
values and the channel value of the Min-Sum decoders have
been adapted to our particular simulation settings, and op-
timized through a density-evolution analysis by maximizing
their decoding treshold for regular dv = 3 codes on the
BSC channel, combined with the selection procedure that was
proposed for FAIDs based on trapping sets in order to obtain
a better performance in the error floor region. To the best of
our knowledge, we are not aware of any other decoder designs
in the literature that specifically optimize the performance on
the BSC.

From the figure, it is evident that the 7-level FAID clearly
outperforms the 5-bit Min-Sum (which exhibits very poor
performance), the 3-bit offset Min-Sum, and the floating-
point BP decoder in the error-floor region. Notice how the
6-bit offset Min-Sum decoder approaches the performance of
BP in the waterfall while achieving significantly improved
performance in the error floor. For this code, the 7-level FAID
with only 3 bits of precision is able to perform close to the
6-bit offset Min-Sum decoder in the error floor region.
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Fig. 2. Performance comparisons between various LDPC decoders for a
(7807, 7177) QC-LDPC code

Additional simulation results are provided in Fig. 3 to show
that the good 7-level FAID depicted in Table I is capable of
surpassing BP on other codes. These results were obtained on
a (2388, 1793) QC-LDPC code that was designed for the best
BP performance (for that code rate and length) by avoiding
certain harmful trapping sets during the code construction [14].
Even for such a code, the 7-level FAID provides superior FER
performance in the error floor region compared to the floating-
point BP. Note that for this code, the 7-level FAID surpasses
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the 6-bit offset Min-Sum decoder in the error-floor regions.
Hence 7-level FAIDs, which are 3-bit decoders, are capable
of outperforming not only the floating-point BP decoders but
also 6-bit Min-Sum-based decoders. The number of maximum
decoding iterations used for all the decoders is set to 100 in
our simulations.
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Fig. 3. Performance comparisons between various LDPC decoders for a
(2388, 1793) QC-LDPC code

E. Lowering the Error Floor with FAID Diversity

Since a particular FAID rule is designed to avoid the
attraction of some specific types of error patterns located on
trapping sets, one can think of using different decoding rules
that are designed for different error patterns, and combine them
in the decoder. This approach has been proposed in [13] under
the name of FAID diversity. As a consequence, the use of the
FAID diversity framework allows to collectively correct a very
large number of dominant error patterns, and possibly reach a
guaranteed error correction result, when a specific LDPC code
is targeted. Let us briefly describe the optimization procedure
and the FAID diversity decoder, and for more information, one
can refer to [13].

The message passing decoder using a multiplicity of dif-
ferent FAIDs follows a sequential procedure: let us assume
that the decoder uses ND ≥ 2 FAIDs. For each and every
channel noise realization, the FAIDs are run iteratively for a
maximum of NI . When a given FAID Dd=1...N−D fails to
converge after NI iterations, then the channel values are used
to re-initialize the next decoder Dd+1, until a codeword is
found or the maximum number of considered FAIDs has been
reached (d = ND). Note that in the case Dd converges to a
wrong codeword, we declare it as an undetected error, and do
not switch to the next decoder. The fact that the FAIDs are
used sequentially does not increase the average throughput
compared to the use of a single FAID. Indeed, since in the
error floor region the first FAID has already a FER< 10−6,
this means that the FAID diversity feature is triggered only for

an average of one frame over 106 decoded frames. A more
precise discussion on the impact of FAID diversity on the
hardware realization of the decoder is presented in section V.

In this paper, we took the (7807, 7177) QC-LDPC code
as example and our goal has been, not only to improve the
error correction performance in the error floor region, but also
to target a guaranteed error correction feature of the FAIDs
using the concept of diversity. In order to do so, the additional
FAIDs rules (appart from the first one described in Table I)
will be code dependent as designed to specifically correct the
dominant low-weight error patterns of the (7807, 7177) QC-
LDPC code. Since the (N = 7807,K = 7177) QC-LDPC
code we use in this paper has minimum distance Dmin = 10,
we have targeted a guaranteed error correction of k = 4 errors.
The problematic error patterns of Hamming weight k = 4 have
been detected using the knowledge of the small Trapping sets
in the LDPC code [15], [16] and a set of ND = 7 FAIDs
has been selected to correct all the identified error patterns
using the selection procedure described in [13]. The list of the
ND = 7 FAIDs is given in appendix A (the first decoder is
the one of Table I). Although we do not have a proof that
the set of ND = 7 FAIDs can guarantee the correction of all
4-error patterns, we rely on the conjecture presented in [13] to
have a strong confidence that it is the case. As an additional
result, when one uses the ND = 7 FAIDs in a serial manner in
the decoding algorithm, the performance in the error floor is
greatly increased as we gain a decade in the error floor region
compared to the use of a single FAID decoder (see Fig. 4).
In this figure, all decoders have been run for a maximum of
100 decoding iterations, and stopped when a codeword was
detected. To conclude, the performance of 7-level FAIDs with
diversity surpass all other decoders by one to several order
of magnitude in the error floor, including the offset-corrected
Min-Sum with 6 bits of precision.
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Fig. 4. Performance of FAID diversity for the (7807, 7177) QC-LDPC code

In the next section, we will discuss the hardware imple-
mentation of FAIDs and provide synthesis results comparing
FAIDs with Min-Sum-based decoders. We will show that with
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the proposed VLSI architectures, FAIDs can also provide
substantial gains in chip area.

IV. VLSI ARCHITECTURES FOR FAIDS

In this section, an efficient FAID implementation archi-
tecture is developed for QC-LDPC codes. Since the FAID
require very short word length, adopting bit-serial CNU and
processing all the v-to-c messages connected to a check node
simultaneously would lead to higher efficiency. This section
proposes an innovative bit-serial CNU architecture based on
the design in [10]. The CNU in [10] only computes Min1, and
Min1+1 is used as Min2. However, such an approximation
could lead to performance loss and raise the error floor in
the FAID. In our proposed CNU, both Min1 and Min2 are
computed at the expense of small area overhead. Moreover, the
VNU can be efficiently implemented due to the symmetry in
the Boolean map table. An optimized interleaved data schedul-
ing scheme is also developed in this section to maximize the
hardware utilization efficiency of the FAID.

A. CNU Architecture

1

dc

1

dc

Fig. 5. Bit-serial CNU architecture for the FAID

Fig. 5 shows the proposed bit-serial CNU architecture. The
dc v-to-c messages are in sign-magnitude form. They are input
simultaneously starting from the most significant bits (MSBs)
of the magnitudes, and the sign bits are loaded last as the least
significant bits (LSBs). Each input has a flag fi (1 ≤ i ≤ dc).
fi =’0’ means that the corresponding input is a candidate of
the minimum magnitude. At the beginning, the flags are all
’0’. After a flag is flipped to ’1’, it will stay at ’1’ and mask the
corresponding input through the OR gate on the left column
of Fig. 5. The outputs of the OR gates are ANDed together.
If any unmasked input bit is ’0’, the output of the dc-input
AND gate in the middle is ’0’. As a result, the unmasked
inputs whose bits are ’1’ will have the corresponding flags
flipped to ’1’. If none of the unmasked inputs is ’0’, then the
flags remain unchanged. Apparently, the output of the dc-input
AND gate is the bit of the minimum magnitude in each clock
cycle. Assume that w is the word length, Min1 is available at
the registers after w − 1 clock cycles. Also, the index I can
be derived from the flags at this time. In the wth clock cycle,
the signs of the input messages are XORed to compute S.

In our design, Min2 is computed after Min1 is derived.
There are two cases to consider.
Case 1: There is only one unique Min1, and accordingly only

one flag is ’0’ at the end of the w − 1th clock cycle. In this
case, Min2 should be the minimum magnitude among the
rest dc − 1 inputs. Hence, it can be computed by using the
architecture in Fig. 5 for a second round and initializing the
flag corresponding to the input that equals Min1 as ’1’. The dc

flags for Min1 should be loaded into another set of registers
to derive the index I before the second round starts. Also the
second round only needs w− 1 clock cycles since S does not
need to be computed again.
Case 2: There are multiple equal minimum magnitudes in the
input messages, and accordingly multiple zero flags at the end
of the computation for Min1. In this case, Min2 is equal to
Min1, and does not need further computation.
To differentiate these two cases, a unique zero detector (UZD)
is included in the CNU. Its output signal, ’d’, is asserted when
there is only one zero flag. It can be generated as

d =
dc∑

i=1

f ′i
∏
j 6=i

fj ,

where the add and multiply denote logic OR and AND, re-
spectively. Through substructure sharing, the area requirement
of the UZD can be reduced.

B. VNU Architecture

The Boolean map for the VNU in the FAID can be effi-
ciently implemented in a bit-parallel way using logic gates.
dv c-to-v messages and the channel information are available
to the VNU at the same time. After one clock cycle, dv v-
to-c messages are derived simultaneously. To facilitate the
computations in the CNUs, the alphabet levels are encoded
into binary representations according to sign-magnitude for-
mat. Since the Boolean map is symmetric, the logic expres-
sion of each output bit can be effectively simplified through
Karnaugh-map reduction. For the purpose of comparison,
Fig. 6 shows the architectures of the VNUs for the Min-
Sum decoder and the FAID. Besides computing the v-to-c
messages, the VNUs also add up all the c-to-v messages and
the channel information. The sign of the sum is the hard-
decision. In the VNU of the Min-Sum decoder with dv = 3,
seven adders are required to take care of the corresponding
computations in one clock cycles. Moreover, the Min-Sum
decoder needs saturation modules to bound the sum of the
messages within w bits. One more clock cycle is required to
implement the saturation These modules are not necessary in
the VNU of the FAID since the output messages are decided by
the Boolean map and have the same word length as the input
messages. The CNUs need the messages in sign-magnitude
format. In the FAID, the inputs and outputs of the boolean
map are both in sign-magnitude format. The messages only
need to be converted to two’s complement format to compute
the hard-decisions. On the contrary, the VNUs in the Min-
Sum decoder add up the c-to-v messages to derive the c-to-
v messages as shown in (3). Therefore, conversion units are
needed both at the inputs and outputs.
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C. Top Level Decoder Architecture

The top level architecture of our proposed FAID architecture
is shown in Fig. 7. Assume that the H matrix of the QC-LDPC
code has r× t nonzero sub-matrixes of dimension L×L, our
proposed decoder employs rL CNUs to process all rows of H
simultaneously in order to reach high throughput for optical
communication and data storage systems. Accordingly, the
check node processing for a decoding iteration can be finished
in 2w clock cycles: w clock cycles to find {Min1, I, S}, one
clock cycle for unique zero detection, and w− 1 clock cycles
to compute Min2 if necessary. In each decoding iteration,
variable node processing follows check node processing. The
VNUs and CNUs are connected through permutation networks
according to the locations of the nonzero entries in the H
matrix. Since the computations of VNUs and CNUs are carried
out in bit-parallel and bit-serial manner, respectively, parallel-
to-serial (serial-to-parallel) convertors are required before the
messages are passed from VNUs to CNUs (CNUs to VNUs).
The information {Min1,Min2, I, S} computed from the
CNUs are stored in registers inside the CNUs. The total size
of the registers is (2w + dlog2dce + 1) × r × L. Moreover,
the hard-decision bits and the channel information are stored
in memory blocks associated with the VNUs.

To increase the hardware utilization efficiency, two data
blocks can be interleaved as proposed in [10], so that the

variable node processing for one data block overlaps the check
node processing of the other block. However, in the design
of [10], tL VNUs are adopted, and each bit-parallel VNU
generates dc v-to-c messages for the same column of H in one
clock cycle. Hence, the variable node processing only takes
one clock cycle, which is much shorter than the latency of the
check node processing. This causes the VNUs to be idle most
of the time. To maximize the hardware utilization efficiency,
we propose to adopt less copies of the VNUs, and use the
VNUs in a time-multiplexed manner to match the speed of the
CNUs. As a result, the hardware cost of the overall decoder
can be significantly reduced without sacrificing the throughput.

Fig. 8 shows the proposed scheduling of the computations in
the decoding process. The darker and clear bars belong to the
decoding of two data blocks. Since each column of H does
not have a dedicated VNU in our design, the results of the
CNUs need to be permuted before they are sent to the VNUs
according to the locations of the nonzero entries in H . This
permutation can be done by multiplexors in one clock cycle.
To match the speed of the CNUs, the columns of H need to be
divided into 2w− 1 groups, and the variable node processing
for each group is completed in one clock cycle. In addition, the
permutation can be simplified as barrel shifting if the columns
of H processed each time are whole block columns of size L.
Therefore, Ldt/(2w−1)e VNUs can be adopted. The digits on
the bars for the VNUs in Fig. 8 are the indices of the groups
of columns. Without sacrificing the throughput, our scheme
requires a substantially smaller number of VNUs than that in
[10] at the expense of a small permutation network. Due to
the interleaving, the registers for storing {Min1,Min2, I, S}
and the v-to-c messages need to be doubled to avoid access
conflicts. These registers are also used as serial-to-parallel and
parallel-to-serial converters between the VNUs and CNUs.

V. COMPLEXITY ANALYSIS AND COMPARISONS

Taking a (7807, 7177) QC-LDPC code with L = 211,
r = dc = 37, and t = dv = 3 as an example, the proposed
FAID is synthesized in this section and compared with the
Min-Sum decoder architecture in [10], which is among the
most efficient existing designs. As shown in Fig. 2 and Fig.
3, with 7-level alphabets, which translate to 3-bit word length,
the FAID decoder can achieve better performance than the
belief propagation and offset Min-Sum decoder with 6-bit
word length in the error floor region. It also outperforms the
standard Min-Sum decoder and offset Min-Sum decoder with
the same word length in the waterfall region. The proposed
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TABLE III
SYNTHESIS RESULTS FOR CNUS USING 180nm CMOS TECHNOLOGY

Min-Sum CNU [10] Min-Sum CNU [10] Proposed CNU
(w = 5) (w = 6) (w = 3)

Area (µm2) (normalized) 6306 (1) 6306 (1) 7662 (1.21)
Max. freq. (Mhz) 384 384 384

Latency (# of clks) 6 7 6

TABLE IV
SYNTHESIS RESULTS FOR VNUS USING 180nm CMOS TECHNOLOGY

Min-Sum VNU [10] Offset Min-Sum VNU [10] Proposed FAID VNU Proposed FAID VNU
(w = 5) (w = 6) (w = 3) (w = 3, 7 tables)

Area (µm2) (normalized) 5009 (1) 6370(1.27) 4454 (0.89) 8418 (1.68)
Max. freq. (Mhz) (normalized) 555 (1) 500 (0.90) 625 (1.13) 625 (1.13)

Latency (# of clks) 1 2 1 1

CNU and VNU for the FAID with w = 3 are synthesized
using SMIC 180nm CMOS technology and compared with
those with w = 5 and 6 for the Min-Sum decoder using
the architecture from [10] in Table III and IV, respectively.
During the synthesis, the clock frequency is set to higher
values gradually, and the largest clock frequency that does not
lead to sudden increase in the area is listed as the maximum
achievable clock frequency in these tables.

Since the CNU for the Min-Sum decoder in [10] is bit-serial,
the gate count remains unchanged for different word length
w. The offset operation for the offset Min-Sum decoder is
achieved more efficiently in bit-parallel manner. Hence, the
corresponding complexity is included in the VNU instead.
Compared to the CNU in [10], the extra UZD needed in the
proposed CNU causes 21% area increase. The Min-Sum check
node processing in [10] with word length w can be finished
in w clock cycles. However, another clock cycle is spent on
computing Min2=Min1+1. Hence, the latency of the Min-Sum
CNU in [10] is w + 1 clock cycles.

It can be seen from Table IV that the proposed FAID VNU
has smaller area. The major reason is that multiple 5 or 6-bit
adders are required in the VNUs of the Min-Sum decoder as
shown in Fig. 6(a), while the 3-bit symmetric Boolean map in
the FAID can be implemented with simpler logic. In addition,
the VNUs in the Min-Sum decoder need saturation modules
and more units to convert messages from two’s complement to
sign-magnitude format. The 6-bit VNU for the offset Min-Sum
decoder is larger than the 5-bit VNU for the standard Min-
Sum decoder because of the longer word length and the extra
computations needed for the offset. Also the offset calculations
lead to another stage of pipelining latency

The synthesis results of the overall (7807, 7177) QC-LDPC
decoders are listed in Table V. Compared to the Min-Sum
decoders using the architecture in [10], the number of VNUs
needed in our FAID design is reduced to less than 1/4, and

Fig. 9. Different entries between Table I and those in the appendix

each VNU is smaller. Moreover, the registers for storing the
v-to-c messages, Min1, and Min2 in the FAID is less since
the word length is shorter. Although the FAID requires extra
permutation networks and its CNUs have additional UZDs and
copies of registers for storing the flags resulted from the Min1
computation, the VNUs dominate the overall decoder area due
to the high code rate. As a result, the proposed FAID needs
52% or less of the area of the Min-Sum decoders using the
architecture in [10]. After pipelining the VNUs in the offset
Min-Sum decoder, the critical paths of all three decoders lie
in the CNUs, and they are the same. Although the FAID and
standard Min-Sum decoders require the same number of clock
cycles in each decoding iteration, the offset Min-Sum decoder
needs more clock cycles due to the extra pipelining stage in the
VNU. Assuming 15 decoding iterations are needed and two
data blocks are interleaved, the proposed FAID decoder can
achieve (2×7807)×384/(15×2×6) = 33.3Gbps throughput.
If 100 decoding iterations are required, the throughput is
reduced to (2× 7807)× 384/(100× 2× 6) = 5Gbps.
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TABLE V
SYNTHESIS RESULTS OF (7807, 7177) QC-LDPC DECODERS USING 180nm CMOS TECHNOLOGY

Min-Sum [10] Offset Min-Sum [10] Proposed FAID
(w = 5) (w = 6) (w = 3)

Area (mm2) (normalized) 69.3 (1) 79.8(1.15) 36.1 (0.52)
Max. freq. (Mhz) 384 384 384

Latency (# of clks) 180 210 180
Throughput (Gbps) (15 iter.) 33.3 28.5 33.3

As discussed in Section III.E, using different decoders one
after another improves the performance. The decoders are only
different in the tables used for the variable node processing.
Hence, only the VNUs need to be modified in order to
accommodate multiple decoders. Most of the entries in Table
I and the six tables listed in Table VI in the appendix are the
same. As a result, many logic gates can be shared to implement
the seven tables. Fig. 9 shows the different entries of the tables.
This figure has 7 × 7 blocks denoting the 7 × 7 entries in a
table. If a table has an entry different from that in Table I,
a dot is put into the corresponding block. Dots of different
colors correspond to different tables. The dots in this figure
only indicate the locations of the differences. However, they
facilitate the discovery of the groups of tables among D2 to D7
that share the same entries. For example, the entries for l1,7,
l3,7, l7,1 and l7,3 in Fig. 9 have the same four colored dots
and tell that D3, D4, D5, and D7 are different from Table
I in these entries. From Table VI, it can be also observed
that the these four entries in the four tables are actually the
same, and hence the corresponding logic can be shared in
the implementations of D3, D4, D5, and D7. Similarly, by
observing the other blocks in Fig. 9 that have the same colored
dots and then referring to Table VI, the other terms sharable
in the implementation of different tables are located. The
synthesis results of the VNU implementing 7 tables are listed
in the last column of Table IV. The VNU implmeneting 7
tables is set with the same timing constraint as the one-table
counterpart. As can be seen in Table IV, only 89% extra area
is required when 7 tables are all involved. The major reason is
that by taking advantage of the characteristics of the 7 tables,
many logic gates can be shared and thus many cases can be
grouped together for the 7-table VNU instead of implementing
7 individual tables separately.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, a low-complexity implementation architecture
was developed for the recently introduced FAIDs. A novel
bit-serial CNU was designed for the FAID and the imple-
mentation of the Boolean map for VNU is simplified using it
symmetric property. In addition, the computation scheduling
was optimized to fully utilize the hardware units. Compared to
most efficient existing Min-Sum decoders, the proposed FAID
decoder requires substantially smaller area to achieve the same
throughput. Our future work will be devoted to reducing the
complexity of multiple FAIDs with different Boolean maps,
which can be adopted to further lower the error floor.

APPENDIX A
LIST OF 7-LEVEL FAIDS USED IN THE FAID DIVERSITY

ALGORITHM

In Table VI, we list the 7-level FAIDs used in this paper
for the decoding of the (7807, 7177) QC-LDPC code. We only
indicate the entries li,j of the LUT array (see Table I) that
cannot be deduced by symmetry. In this table, li,j represents
the LUT entry in the i-th row and the j-th column. Note that
the first decoder D0 in table VI is the one indicated in the
LUT of Table I.
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TABLE VI
LIST OF THE 7-LEVEL FAIDS USED IN THIS PAPER. THE SEVEN FAIDS ARE CONJECTURED TO GUARANTEE AN ERROR CORRECTION OF

t = 4 ON THE (7807, 7177) QC-LDPC CODE.

FAID l1,1 l1,2 l1,3 l1,4 l1,5 l1,6 l1,7 l2,2 l2,3 l2,4 l2,5 l2,6 l2,7 l3,3 l3,4 l3,5 l3,6 l3,7 l4,4 l4,5 l4,6 l4,7 l5,5 l5,6 l5,7 l6,6 l6,7 l7,7

D0 −L3 −L3 −L3 −L3 −L3 −L3 0 −L3 −L3 −L2 −L2 −L1 L1 −L2 −L2 −L1 0 L2 −L1 0 L1 L2 0 L1 L2 L2 L3 L3

D1 −L3 −L3 −L3 −L3 −L3 −L3 0 −L3 −L3 −L3 −L2 −L1 L1 −L2 −L1 −L1 0 L2 −L1 0 L1 L2 L1 L1 L2 L1 L2 L2

D2 −L3 −L3 −L3 −L3 −L3 −L3 −L1 −L3 −L3 −L3 −L3 −L2 L1 −L2 −L1 −L1 −L1 L1 −L1 −L1 L0 L2 0 L1 L2 L1 L2 L3

D3 −L3 −L3 −L3 −L2 −L2 −L2 −L1 −L3 −L3 −L2 −L2 −L2 L1 −L3 −L2 −L1 0 L1 −L1 0 0 L3 0 L1 L3 L1 L3 L3

D4 −L3 −L3 −L3 −L3 −L3 −L3 −L1 −L3 −L3 −L2 −L2 −L1 L1 −L2 −L2 −L1 0 L1 −L1 0 L1 L1 L1 L1 L1 L1 L3 L3

D5 −L3 −L3 −L3 −L3 −L3 −L3 0 −L3 −L3 −L2 −L2 −L2 L1 −L2 −L2 −L1 0 L2 −L1 0 0 L2 L1 L1 L2 L1 L2 L2

D6 −L3 −L3 −L3 −L3 −L3 −L3 −L1 −L3 −L3 −L3 −L2 −L2 L1 −L2 −L1 −L1 0 L1 −L1 0 0 L2 0 L1 L2 L1 L2 L3


